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The goal for a circular economy is simple – the reduction of waste through the
circular flow of more efficient products and the maximization of value
extracted from resources. This strategy departs from the linear take-make-
waste model, which assumes abundant resources that are easily sourced and
subsequently cheaply discarded with few ramifications.
 
Numerous data points suggest the take-make-waste model is unsustainable.
In our view, reasons to strive for a more circular economy are wide-ranging,
embracing significant environmental and socioeconomic issues.
 
A linear approach has resulted in the current challenge. We take from the
earth, and we make an item; the consumer uses that item, and when no
longer desired, it is disposed and usually results in discarding and throwing
away, which pollutes. Instead, a circular model recycles materials and focuses
on reuse before ultimately recycling to continue the cycle.
 
We believe the circular economy is now a crucial part of the solution, which
should not be politicized as it is an issue of public health and life itself. We
should all strive for a more sustainable future and should no longer be
considered a niche concept with limited application. We are optimistic about
how the regulatory landscape will continue to develop. There are demands to
place a circular economy at the forefront of green agendas, including using
tools such as carbon pricing to encourage a transition away from take-make-
waste models.

WHAT ABOUT INVESTING IN CIRCULAR 
ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITIES?

https://fulcrumfinancialgroup.com/


Take note of how long your item needs to travel to get
to you. Does the company you are ordering from
discount the transportation costs to wipe out the
competition yet eats up a lot of resources, having a big
carbon foot print on its way? 1
How can you choose to buy locally from product
creators? If you find a product you want online and if the
local vendor is more expensive, can you call the local
vendor to see if they are able to match the online price?2

3 How well do you prepare your recyclable items to be
repurposed? Items cannot be recycled if they are
contaminated, and one dirty thing can contaminates all
items in an entire bin.

4 Choose to buy items in aluminum and glass. Those
materials are profitable to recycle, while many plastics
that are not. Even though some can be recycled, most
plastic is not and instead it ends up in a landfill.

5 Is there an opportunity for you to convert toward
renewable energy for transportation? Electric cars and
hybrids are a step towards renewables. What about
walking to work, cycling, or taking mass transportation? 

9 Choose to eat less processed food. It's better for you, and
it's part of a circular economy.

6 Choose items that require less packaging. Packaging
material adds up and minimizing that is part of the
solution. When you go grocery shopping, bring your
bags and choose to buy in bulk.

8 Choose to buy local and organic produce. It may be a
little higher in cost, but the savings you will have from
better health long term. Your demand for this kind of
food will make it less expensive for others.

10
Choose to invest in ESG companies (Environmental,
Social, and Governance companies) that have initiatives
to be part of the solutions. All investing involves risk
including loss of principal. No strategy assures success or
protects against loss.

10 STEPS TO HELP MOVE TOWARDS 
A MORE CIRCULAR SOLUTION

7 When you have the urge for “shopping therapy”, choose
to go shopping in your closet to give away items you
don't enjoy or use. Donate them to a local thrift store so
they can be reused and enjoyed by someone else. 

Climate mitigation is something we can all participate in. You can be
intentional with your choices and help to create a better future for yourself,
your family, and your community. We invite you to be part of the solution.
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